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Have parents join 
team by scanning 

with camera.

PRACTICE
AGE: 6 TO 7

04/5/2022 - 60 MINUTES

OVERVIEW
• Tag - Group Warm Up
• Red Light, Green Light - 10 minutes
• Duck Tails - 10 minutes
• Shield-steal - 10 minutes
• Scrimmage - 10 minutes

Practice Notes:
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Red Light, Green Light
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

Unleash your inner Lightning McQueen! Build players’ muscle memory by pairing 
quick stops with explosive speed. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 20 x 20 
yards. 

 • Every player has a ball. 
 • Tell players to pretend to be their favorite cartoon car like Lightning 

McQueen or Cruz Ramirez. They have to speed around the track but follow 
the rules whenever you yell out a traffic signal color:
* RED LIGHT means they must stop and put one foot on top of the ball.
* GREEN LIGHT means dribble fast.
* YELLOW LIGHT means dribble slowly. 

 • Release players to begin dribbling and call out the 3 lights to ensure they 
understand the correct action. 

 • To help it stick, model the action the first few times. 
 • Once players understand, you can add more colors and assign new actions 

like:
* Hop over your ball.
* Hide behind the ball.
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* Dance behind the ball. 
 • Anytime you add a new color, use it multiple times, make sure you 

demonstrate and have players follow to ensure they understand.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 

The ball might be too far from their feet when they hear RED LIGHT. Encourage 
them to stop the ball anyway, even if it takes a few extra steps. 

COACHING TIPS 

Limit the total number of colors to 6 to avoid confusion. And for next time, make 
sure to remember what action you assigned each color. The kids will remember, so 
make sure you do, too. Tip: Just add it to the Coach Notes section on this drill. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Once players are comfortable with red, green and yellow, try combinations like 
“triple GREEN LIGHT” or call out “GREEN, RED, GREEN, RED” super fast. This really 
encourages them to explode and stop quickly with the ball. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Removing the ball makes it easier, while still helping them develop their 
coordination and agility. 

CHANGE IT UP 

Not “Cars” fans? Instead of colors, use animals to represent speed, like a cheetah 
for green and turtle for red. And introduce new moves with relevant animals. Think: 
Bunny rabbit for hopping over the ball. 

COVID VARIATION 

Each player dribbles in their own grid, with at least 6 feet of distance from other 
players in every direction, while the coach calls the colors. Because you’re trying to 
maintain distancing, you may need to progress to more colors more quickly, so that 
these activities are easier to contain within separate grids. 

Additional Notes:
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Tag
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

This schoolyard classic is the perfect dribbling activity for honing coordination, 
change of direction, speed and agility. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 20 x 20 
yards. 

 • Everyone has a ball and everyone is “it”—players run and dribble their ball, 
tagging other players with their hand. 

 • When tagged, players stay in the activity and continue to run around, evading 
taggers and trying to accumulate tags. 

 • Encourage players to tag others on the hips or shoulders, keeping count of 
how many tags they get. 

 • After a few minutes, take a break. When you start the next round, encourage 
every player to try to get 1 more tag than they did the previous round. 

 • As coach, you can manipulate the length of the activity so everyone is 
successful.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 

At this age, players have 2 speeds, stop and full-speed. Oh, to be young again. 

Some players may get tagged more than others. If so, you can add a rule that 
players have to tag someone different each time. 

They’re also top heavy at this age so they might fall, especially if tagged too hard 
on the back. Encourage players to use gentle tags. 

For some players, dribbling, getting their head up and tagging another player (all at 
the same time) may be challenging. Be patient and praise small victories. 

COACHING TIPS 
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This activity requires frequent breaks, since players don’t know how to pace 
themselves. Think 30-second bursts of running, quick break, 30-second burst, 
quick break. During the breaks you can bust out those dad jokes, tell a story, or ask 
questions. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Making the grid smaller makes it harder to dodge taggers (and easier to get tags). 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Making the grid larger makes it easier to dodge taggers (but harder to get tags). 
You can also remove the ball. This activity is great for players’ agility and 
coordination, so they get a ton of benefit even without the ball. 

CHANGE IT UP 

Instead of calling it tag, you can encourage them to pretend to be bumble bees that 
sting each other. Can you use your team’s name to inspire the activity? 

Additional Notes:
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Duck Tails
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

Watch your tail! This dribbling activity teaches players to keep their heads up and 
explode out of dangerous situations. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones 
 • 1 ball per player 
 • 1 pinnie per player

  
SETUP 

 • Place 4 cones to mark the corners of your grid, recommended size: 20 x 20 
yards. 

 • Every player has a ball. 
 • Have players tuck their pinnies in the back of their shorts to make a duck tail. 
 • Then, tell players to dribble around while trying to pluck tails from other 

ducks and trying to prevent their own tail from getting plucked. 
 • Encourage them to QUACK—they’ll love this! Make Donald Duck proud. 
 • When they take someone’s tail, they can tuck it in next to their own. 
 • Ah, phooey! If a player loses his tail, they continue to dribble and try to pluck 

a tail back. No elimination here. 
 • After a few minutes, ask players their strategies to get the most tails, then 
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play some more.
  

WHAT TO EXPECT 

Players may accidentally grab shirts and shorts, which may upset some children. 
Remind them to just grab the pinnie. 

As coach, you can replace the tail of a player who goes too long without plucking a 
new tail. 

COACHING TIPS 

This activity instinctively forces players to shift their hips away to face a defender—
so they are not simply relying on their speed to get out of a tricky situation. It will 
also teach players to keep their heads up so they can look out for people trying to 
take their ball and find open space to take the ball where there are no tail-grabbers. 

MAKE IT HARDER 

Making the grid smaller makes it harder for players to defend their tails. 

MAKE IT EASIER 

Making the grid larger makes it easier for players to defend their tails. You can also 
remove the ball. This activity is great for players’ agility and coordination, so they 
get a ton of benefit even without the ball. 

CHANGE IT UP 

Duck, duck, GOOSE. Suddenly enter the activity as the “wild goose” and chase the 
ducklings around. But instead of going after their tails, you go after their “eggs” 
(the balls). Then you just fly away. 

Additional Notes:
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Shield-steal
15 minutes

DESCRIPTION 

Behold, the almighty shield. This activity develops players’ shielding and ball 
control skills. 

WHAT YOU NEED 

 • 4 cones per 2 players 
 • 1 ball per 2 players

  
SETUP 

 • Divide players into pairs and use 4 cones to create a small grid for each pair, 
recommended size: 5 x 5 feet. 

 • Give each pair a ball. 
 • One player in each pair starts with the ball and tries to maintain possession, 

while the other player tries to steal the ball. Tell players the goal is to have 
possession of the ball when you call time. 

 • Before they begin, instruct the players on how to how to shield the ball (see 
Coaching Tips). 

 • Play several 60-second rounds, giving players 10-second warnings before 
calling time, then play more rounds, alternating roles so all players get 
several turns both shielding and stealing.
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WHAT TO EXPECT 

Younger players may have a more difficult time grasping this concept. That’s OK. 
This is a skill worth introducing, and will develop with time and repetition. It can 
take several years to master shielding. 

Some players may be especially competitive. Ooh-rah! If you see certain players 
dominating, try to match players according to ability or size. 

COACHING TIPS 

How to shield the ball: explain to players that they want to make their bodies wide 
and hold the arm closest to their opponent up “as if holding a shield” while keeping 
the ball on the foot furthest from their opponent. Shielding is more about holding on 
to your own space than taking the competitor’s space. 

To keep their body between the ball and their opponent, the shielding player should 
pivot slightly whenever the other player tries to move, using their body to shield the 
ball instead of running away and being chased and the sole of their foot to control 
and move the ball. If you start to see players running away instead of making an 
effort to shield, add a rule that no running is allowed. 

Additional Notes:


